
Rev Publish Proudly Presents the launch of a
new book, "The Business Of Becoming An
Author"

Rev Publish, a renowned publishing agency, is thrilled to announce the release of its latest book, "The

Business Of Becoming An Author."

AMHERST, VIRGINIA, USA, February 8, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Rev Publish, a renowned

publishing agency, is thrilled to announce the release of its latest book, "The Business Of

Becoming An Author." This invaluable resource is designed for individuals at every stage of their

writing journey, from aspiring authors to seasoned writers exploring various genres, including

children's books, business literature, and autobiographies.

Written by Rev Publisher Founder, Tracy Lee Thomas, and distinguished author Greg Moody,

Ph.D., "The Business Of Becoming An Author" is a comprehensive guide that complements Rev

Publish and their extensive range of free workshops, catering to both DIY authors and those

seeking professional assistance to bring their literary dreams to life.

This groundbreaking book delves into the nitty-gritty of the publishing world, covering everything

authors need to know to transform a manuscript into a published masterpiece. From writing tips

and formatting advice to strategic marketing tactics, Tracy Lee Thomas and Greg Moody, leave

no stone unturned as they reveal the secrets to becoming an Amazon Best Seller.

To access "The Business Of Becoming An Author", simply visit Amazon at the following link:

https://www.amazon.com/Business-Becoming-Author-Roadmap-Start-Up/dp/B09WPP7TS5. 

With its clear and easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions, this book promises to be a go-to

resource for authors on their book publishing journey. For more information about the book and

other valuable resources, please visit the Rev Publish official website at www.RevPublish.com.

Don't miss out on the opportunity to unlock the secrets of successful authorship with "The

Business Of Becoming An Author" from Rev Publish. 

About Rev Publish:

Rev Publish is a renowned publishing agency dedicated to empowering authors and bringing

their literary dreams to life. With a wealth of expertise in writing, publishing, formatting, and

marketing, Rev Publish offers a comprehensive suite of services and resources for both aspiring
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and seasoned authors.

Tracy Thomas

Rev Publish
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